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"Gentlemen May cry 'Peace, peace. hut there is I/O peace.
'he war has actually begun.Patrick Henry.

PRG SPEAKS
US ground troops, and not
just American advisors, are
involved and that roundthe
clock bombing to support
the ground troops is being
carried out by the US air
force in Laos. This military
aggression is the first stage
of a still larger aggression being planned. The PRG says
that the apparent US plan is
to invade all of IndoChina,
including Laos, Cambodia,
and North Vietnam and that
10,000 US troops are now
massed on the Laotian border. The PRG urgently calls
on the people of the world
to condemn this new escalation of the war and to take
actions now that could check
the plans for even greater
escalation about to occur.
The PRG states that there is
a world-wide news black
-out
on this military escalation
and that the American people must bring this news to
their communities through
every available channel.

peaceConfence Meets

national actions beginning
in March and a week of
intensive direct actions beginning May 1 in Washington D.C. These May demonstrations will not be
the usual one-day mass
marches but will consist
of sustained actions designed to force the U.S.
government to accept the
terms of the People's Treaty
and to prevent the government from business-as-usual
functioning.
The People's Peace Treaty
calls for immediate and total
withdrawal of American
troops on a publicly set date.
At that time, there would be
an immediate and mutual
cease fire as well as discussions to secure the release of
all American prisoners and
to set up procedures to guarantee the safety of all withdrawing troops.
In addition the treaty calls
for an "end to the imposition
of the Thieu-Ky-Khiem regime on the people of South
Vietnam in order to insure
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The following message was
received by phone from the
PRG in Paris:
The PRG in Paris has today issued an appeal to the
student and youth conference in Ann Arbor, Michigan and to peace-loving
people throughout the
world to initiate firm, broad
and immediate actions, including massive street demonstrations to condemn US
aggression in Laos and to
check new plans to invade
Cambodia, Laos, and North
Vietnam. The PRG confirms that as of February 4,
tens of thousands of Saigon,
Thai, and American troops
have crossed into Laos with
motorized vehicles. More
than 20,000 Saigon paratroopers, marines and rangers are involved. At least
two regiments of the 3rd
infantry division of the
puppet Thai army have gone
into Laos, in coordination
with the puppet army of
Laos. The PRG asserts that
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Vargas Firing RaisesTenure Issue
class at this time, an advanced
Spanish literature course,
meeting for a concentrated
segment of the
five-week
Dr. Luis Vargas will be
His employment
semester.
leaving Oakland University
at the end of
terminate
will
The
at the end of this week.
course.
this
Dethe
of
tenured members
"The thing that I object
partment of Modern Langmost is the statement
to
have
Literature
and
uages
that my publications had no
voted against renewing his
value," Vargas explained._
contract, creating a situation
During the past two year
analogous to the Brand —
contract term, he has pubMagney case (Parts I & II).
lished two academic research
Upon evaluating the rearticles in a Chilean magasources and responsibilities
zine and numerous cultural
of their department, the
articles in leading newspapers
tenured members discoverof his native Chile.
ed, much to their chagrin,
That faculty members
2 too many
/
that they had 151
will
publish becomes little
people. So a slight purge
more
than a hopeful assumpwas in order.
tion
since
most departments
by
In a letter received
not
do
list
specific requireProfAssistant
an
Vargas,
ments. Later, when it beessor of Spanish, announcomes time to consider concing the non-renewal of his
tract tenure, evaluations recontract, such reasons as
garding "quality and quanirregular office hours,"captity" are left to the subjectricious grading," lack of
publication both quantitiveive impulses of tenured dely and qualitively, refusal
partment members.
to advise students, and lack
Dr. Vargas qualified his
of participation in departinitial reluctance to act as
mental vusiness were listed
an academic advisor at the
as determinants in the detime of his hiring in 1968
cision. Vargas received no
by explaining that he was
negative criticism regarding
unacquainted with the tra•
his classroom teaching methditions and systems in effect
at Oakland University. He
ods from the committee of
had come directly from
tenured professors responChile to accept employment
sible for reviewing expiring
at Oakland. The Modern
contracts within their deLanguages Department did
partment.
not appreciate his reluctance
Vargas is teaching only one
The Faculty Contract Debate: Part III

Conference

to misadvise students or his
offer to accept alternative
departmental chores, Vargas
explained.
What was implied by the
ludicrous accusation that
Dr. Vargas is a "capricious
grader" remains a mystery
to all. According to Vargas, his evaluation of student
work was based on the accepted University scale. Vargas
denied the accusation that
he failed to keep regular
office hours and explained
that he had also encouraged
students to visit him at his
home.
Regarding his alleged lack
of participation in department business, Vargas asserted,"No one cares about
what I've done in my classroom, the only thing they
want me to do is to be a
bureaucratic instrument.
Some are professors, some
are committee members;
I want to be in the classroom.".
The American Association
of University Professors is
interested in Vargas' case because it is hoped that it will
be instrumental in defining
ambiguous appointment
procedures. The procedures
utilized at Oakland University are indefinite, confusing
and archaic. Those holding
power to hire and fire at
Oakland University are the
tenured members of a de-
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all really have to get to
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this just and equitable soluto building a society based
people, not individuals.
tion to the American people
on human equality and reLove, power, strength."
who are desperately searchspect for the earth."
Bobby and Ericka
opening
for an end to the tragic
ing
conference
the
At
On Saturday and Sunday,
US involvement in Southsession on Friday evening,
conference divided into
the
organizers and representatives east Asia.
and constituworkshops
The conference also refrom college campuses, G.I.
. . . The
caucuses
ency
groups, labor unions, women's ceived a message from Bobcaucus
regional
Michigan
and third world organizations by Seale and Ericka Huggins
a
for
statewide
called
of the Black Panther party
from all across the country
on
jailed in New Havens, Conn., Michigan conference
gathered to begin an extenwar
the
the
of
escalation
calling for demonstrations
sive campaign to bring the
of
to protest the rise of political and the implementation
Peace Treaty to the Amerbe
treaty
to
held
the
peace
trials. Sister Ericka said
ican people. In a recorded
in late February or early
"No heroes, no rhetoric, but
message, Madame Binh stresMarch. This statewide
massive educational rallies
sed the importance of this
will include
conference
.
.
and street politicizing .
new initiative for the Amrepresentatives of all types
And we have to do it with
erican peace movement and
of
groups: blacks, chicanos,
love, you know, the undercalled upon the people of
women,
students, workers,
more
need
we
that
standing
America to rededicate themand religious and professionpeople
movement
than just
selves to the struggle for
al groups. The conference
and sympathizers at these
peace.
will attempt to coordinate
rallies. We need whole famCynthia Frederick of the
state and local actions
ilies of people. Young, old,
Committee of Concerned
building up to the national
black, brown, yellow, beige,
Asian Scholars and others
May 1 target date.

partment. Their meetings
are closed and a faculty
member whose appointment
is in jeopardy has no opportunity to appear in order to
defend his position.
Although Vargas is undecided regarding future employment, he insists that he
would never, if asked, consent to remain at the University because of unavoidable
difficulties in working with
certain department members.
Vargas was highly recognized in Oakland Undiapered
(100% of students polled
rated his subject knowledge
to be extensive and 84% expressed a definite willingness

to take further courses from
the professor) and by the
committee of 39 students
that endeavored to maintain
his employment at the University.
To remedy future situations, Dr. Vargas offers two
suggestions:
1) Insist upon explicit
contracts prior to hiring
listing rights, responsibilities,
and tasks. Negotiate grievances prior to employment.
2) Involve students in all
decisions regarding hiring
and contract renewal of faculty.
By Lynne Twining
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editorial

"The First priority objective of our next
administration will be to bring an honorable
end to the war in Vietnam"
- Richard M. Nixon
August 14, 1968
And the War goes on...
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To the Editors:
I feel like responding to
the letter of Mr. Zollschan
and to a reply by the editors.
Mr. Zollschan's letter expressed such strong emotion that
it was scary. It disturbed
me enough that I cannot respond to it. But I feel like
criticizing a couple of sentences in the editors' reply:
1) "As the article by 'Francois Duvalier' criticized'
every group involved in the
Christmas decorations incident, we are satisfied that
it was successful." I'm not
so satisfied. I recall noticing the uncomfortable
_CLIP AND SAVE.

LOW COST, SAFE, LEGAL

April 25 May 2
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Parties Etc.
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Travel Inc. 352-4120
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ABORTION
IN NEW YORK
SCHEDULED IMMEDIATELY
(212) 490-3600
PROFESSIONAL SCHEDULING SERVICE, Inc.
545 Fifth Ave., New York City 10017
There is a fee for our service

juxtaposition of the article
and the J.S.A. theft news,
also. My impression after
having read the article was
that the "non-decoration"
people were made to look
more foolish than the
"decoration" people. And
I, as a "non-decoration"
person, dislike being made
to look foolish.
2) "The only sin we can be
accused of with any legitimacy is innocence, of underestimating the subtle
prejudices existing on this
campus." This is a wellworded description of what
seems to have been the case.
But I feel that the editors
don't think this "sin" so
terrible. It isn't ordinarily,
but, considering the Christmastime mood and measuring with a mental estimate
the number of people "hurt"
by reading this article, I
would feel that a significant
"sin" has been committed.
I hope that the Christmas
incident has made us all
less innocent of religious
prejudices on this campus.

TYPING
Lorraine B. (0.U. employee)
MIMEOGRAPHING
Professional typing done on an
individual basis or multi-copying
by mimeograph and electronic stencil cutting. Ideal for term papers,
reports, letters, programs, manuscripts, resumes and bulletins.
Call or come in.
ABC Business Services
307 W. Sixth Street
Royal Oak, Michigan
Phone 543-2573

A Division of Blosdale Personnel'
:

P.S. I think that the letters
section is the most valuable
part of Focus. Could you
not make such narrow columns, though? If you think
this a worthwhile letter, you
may print it.
To the Editor:
Most people don't take
Focus: Oakland seriously.
Everybody more or less
knows this (including, we
suspect, the staff). People
tend to blame this on irrelevant factors like personality, poor writing or lack of
journalistic skill. These criticisms miss the point. A

11111111111
newspaper is more than a
set of unrelated, disconnected, "objectively" written
articles. Rather it is fundamentally an attempt to formulate an interpretive,
critical analysis or perspective through articles, editorials and other features. For
example, one's opinion of
the Detroit News or Fifth
Estate is not really based
so much on writing style or
article content, as on the
extent of one's support for
the (necessarily subjective)
interpretive perspective represented by the sum total
of articles. Indeed it is this
perspective which creates
and defines the character
of a newspaper, and also
one's opinion of it. The
total lack of any such critical perspective is responsible for the general disinterest felt toward Focus: Oakland. The Focus: Oakland
of Feb. 3 provides several
good examples.
One article consists of a
proposed Cuban law against
loafing and malingering,
which we happen to disagree
with. Many people (ourselves
included) understand and
approve of loafing and
avoiding work in a capitalist society where work is
almost always inherently
alienating and very rarely
directly benefits the worker.
Americans work for money,
not because they believe in
the work that they are doing. In Cuba, the situation
is quite different. Since the
beginning of the revolution
in 1959, the Cuban people
have obtained control of
their country and are striving to develop a society
in which one works for the
benefit of his sisters and
brothers in the community,
rather than for personal
profit. They are trying to
create a society based on
love rather than greed.
Most Americans feeling as
they do about work, are
understandably skeptical

about such claims. It is
only with the return from
Cuba of over 2,000 American Vercermos Brigade
volunteers who witnessed
and were moved by this
revolutionary social process, that we are beginning
to understand its implications for a humane socialist society. Also, Cuba has
made great strides in meeting the needs of its people
in spite of both an underdeveloped economy and
U.S. trade embargo. This
situation imposes an obvious need to mobilize all
available labor power and
yet is neglected by Focus:
Oakland. Because of its
lack of any political perspective, Focus: Oakland views
and permits its readers to
view a Cuban revolutionary
phenomena within an American capitalist context and
hence distorts it.
The same issue of Focus:
Oakland also tries to deal
with the subject of bigotry.
A previous issue of Focus:
Oakland contained a reprint
of an obviously anti-semitic
article which first appeared
over 50 years ago. The article is preceded by a barely
necessary explanation and
disclaimer. The fact that
American attitudes about
Jews have changed over the
past half century made the
article a harmless, though
interesting, study in bigotry.
The article nevertheless
ellicits a hysterical and paranoid reaction from a Mr.
Zollschan who submitted
a letter which contains open
threats of violence to those
he deems anti-semitic. He
excitedly describes the fate
of Jews under Nazis and egotistically proclaims his personal mission to protect us
from a similar fate: "I shall
see to is personally that the
murderous performance is
not repeated here." He then
goes on to describe how he
intends to repeat the "mur_
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derous performance": "Let
those who feel as I do know
my presence here
Finally, let the timorous
take heart. This time it will
not be Jews but Nazis
(whether of the right or socalled 'left') who are headed for the boiling vats. Only
one word of caution is necessary. On no account should
what boils out of them be
utilized for cleansing purposes!" (No mention is
made by Mr. Zollschan of
whether he intends to use
other human remains, such
as skin and teeth as the
Nazis did.) Focus' action
required no apology and
yet they were so insecure
about what they'd done that
even Mr. Zollschan received
one. If Focus'actions had
been grounded in any kind
of a political perspective, it
would have provided them
with a source of confidence
in their actions, the intent
of which was clearly satirical and anti-racist.
The subject of bigotry is
treated further in an editorial by Larry Good. The article is honest and was probably hard to write. Yet,
since it deals solely with his
personal reactions to racism,
it ultimately fails to deal with
racism at all and must be dismissed as self-flagelation and
a white liberal guilt trip. The
social, economic and institutional basis of racism are ignored. There is no attempt
whites
to develope a means for
to collectively organize to
oppose racism. These elements are absent because
to deal with them requires
a systematic political analysis. All we are left with are
Good's personal reactions
and a call for self-evaluation,
which really isn't much.
A final example concerns
Focus: Oakland's treatment

11

of the women's liberation
movement. Basically, their
coverage has consisted of one
issue of Focus: Oakland
which was turned over to
women liberation activists.
Since then, Focus: Oakland
has ignored the subject except for including sexist ads
like the one captioned "Sex
Is Your Business (birth control is ours)" in the last issue.
A political perspective makes
one aware of the deep-rooted
basis of women's oppression
(or of any other oppression)
and the need for sustained
effort to secure liberation.
Focus: Oakland's occasional
token articles dealing with
oppression underscore its
ignorance of this fact.
We think we have made
our point about Focus:

Oakland.
Judi Latimer
Sally Lou Rasmussen

(As you know, anyone on
the campus(whether a staff
member or otherwise) may
submit articles that further
political views, whatever
they may be. If they're
written coherently and will
interest more than a handful of people, we'll print
them, as we have in the
past. We welcome these
articles and wish we had
more of them.
You can tell pretty well
where the editors of this
paper stand from its editorials. But we don't think the
students of this school want
a newspaper that, like the
News and Fifth Estate, insists on doing its readers'
thinking for them by making
the world appear to fit neatly into a particular ideological perspective. (It doesn't,
you know.) And we don't
feel it would be proper or
desirable for us to use the
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only regular. widely-distributed communicative organ
on this campus as a 'Thiele
for any one ideological
position. The interests of
our readership are best served by allowing the paper
to be a medium for a genuinely free exchange of ideas.
In accordance with this, the
staff members - themselves
from a wide range of political
backgrounds -- are free to
write their articles as they
wish, without being subject
to political censorship. Focus
is not an institution hut the
collected efforts of individuals, and they take the paper
seriously ifand when they
wish.
Nothing is more satisfying to a newspaper reader
(or human being) than to
read opinions that consistantly and continually reinforce his own. The readers
of Focus have been and will
continue to be; we hope,
dissatisfied.
(So much for our selfindulgence.) Now, permit

111

that you
have grossly over-estimated
the open-mindedness of the
people at Oakland University.
Various experiences.(the reprint about Jews,for one)
have clearly demonstrated
to us(often we've learned
the hard way)that heaps
and gobs of racial bias are
everywhere on this campus.
and Mr. Zollschan may not
us to advise you

be reacting hysterically at
all. Most Oakland students,
believe it or not, have not
yet reached the point of
recognizing the bigotry and
hypocrisy within themselves.
A callfor self-evaluation must,
we feel, precede the "analysis"
you suggest.
- the Editors)
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WANTED:
College men and women for management positions in government.
Must meet physical requirements.
Financial aid available for in.
college trainees, or applicants
can enroll in special training
course on graduation. Stateside
and/or overseas travel
guaranteed.

Here's a government position with a
real future for both men and women.
An officer's job in the Air Force. A
management level job in anybody's
book. Certainly, there's no better
way to get the experience and training needed for executive responsibility.
If you have two years of college
remaining, you could find yourself
earning an Air Force commission
while you learn, through the Air
Force ROTC two-year program
Along with college credits and a
commission, you'll receive $50 each
month as a student. And upon graduation, that management position
we promised will be waiting for you
If an advanced degree is in your
plans, you'll be happy to learn that
the Air Force has a number of outstanding programs to help you further your education.
If you're in your final year of col-

lege, you can get your commission
through the Air Force Officer Training Program. It is open to all college
grads, both men and women, who
qualify.
Check it out. You'll find that the
Air Force is one career that offers
something for everyone. Nearly 430
different jobs, ranging from aeronautical engineering to zoology,
with almost everything else, including flying, in between. But whatever
your duties, you'll soon discover
that the Air Force will let you move
just as far and as fast as your talents can take you.
So look ahead and let your college years pay off for you with a
managerial position in the U.S. Air
Force. Just send in this coupon or
write to USAF Military Personnel
Center, Dept. A, Randolph AFB,
Texas 78148,and get your postgraduate career off the ground.

SCN27I

USAF Military Personnel Center
Dept. A
Randolph AFB, Texas 78148
Please send me more information
on:
El Officer Training School
E Air Force ROTC Program
AGE

NAME
(ple,se mult1
ADDRESS

CITY

PHONE

STATE

ZIP

DATE OF GRADUATION

SCHOOL

I understand there is no obligation.

Find yourself in the United States Air Force
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SET Works Alice
Some establishments, like
some people, get better with
age. The S.E.T. Barn is an
"anti-establishment" that
ages gracefully and is constantly renewing itself. This
Friday will mark the opening of their latest original
production to date, "Alice
In Wonderland." This time
Tom Aston has adapted his
own script right from the
original Carroll and Marc
Abel, an O.U. sophom—on,
has provided a never-before
score. The music ranges
from folk to rock to blues,
but doesn't smother the
primary story of Alice's
adventure.
The idea of allowing
yourself - Alice — to
breathe is an important
one in this unique production.
With all the complications of
modern existence that threaten to suffocate us, Tom
thought that it was necessary to perform a script that
could present an alternate
way of thinking, of surviving.
Looking at the simple side
of "Alice," rather than
clouding the glass with

Freudian jargon, we see
Alice adjusting to all the
"Newnesses" in a change in
her life. She tries to ease
herself into her new "time
in space," which is, as Tom
puts it,"a new way of
breathing." And the Cheshire Cat tells Alice,"move
with the body, think body
soul." ("Body soul" is in
the psoas muscle, at the base
of the diaphragm; eastern
thinking acknowledges it as
the seat of conscious existence and the powers that
breathe.)
Alice tells us "Let yourself have time to breathe."
Her advice is needed mostly
by the adults who've forgotten how to breathe life
into their existence. Perhaps that's why grown-ups
are more intrigued with the
tale of Alice than children,
who have not yet learned to
stop "breathing."
After all that, you might
think that this is going to
be a Zen version of Alice.
Not quite — it has all the
trappings of the "old favorite" as well as the new

READ SLOWLY
with today's iidonnation explosion
A RAPID READING

PROGRAM GUARANTEED
to get your reading speed up to
1,000 words per minute MINIMUM,
with equal or better comprehension. 44
Most students TRIPLE or QUADRUPLE
their reading speeds.
We betters,
thswa's no better
RAPID READING PROGRAM

That's quite a statens•ntl But
we don't hesitat•
to make it h
w•'w• got the program,
t•chnique, curriculum,
equipment, instructors—
JUST EVERYTHING to back it up. In fact,
we're so sur• swe can
make YOU a RAPID READER—
w• gccccctew 111
Your anti,* •nrollm•nt lee returned it aciere
not ccccc astut. On• mor• thing —
in being
w•
stimulate abart thirenrollm•nt

tET US PROYI WI? I
RAPID READIN.6 1 1 \
1)0 FOR YOU if
FREE ORIENTATIONS:
• Tuesday - Feb. 9,7:30 p.m.
• Wednesday — Feb. 10,8
• Wednesday — Feb. 10, 7:30 p.m.
*Saturday -- Feb. 13, 10:30 a.m.
To be held at P.B.I. building
Free Lighted Parking
PONTIAC BUSINESS INSTITUTE
18 West Lawrence Street, Pontiac, Mich.
333-7028
NNW

WHAT HAS GONE BEFORE: The good Lord created
all that exists, the dinosaurs all died of boredom, mankind started to exist, Ring Lardner wrote some books,
the USA won WWII, and, on April 1, 1971, the sun
went out. Now, on with our story .. .
(The scene: A circus tent on the outskirts of Africa.
Two tightrope walkers are walking their rope rather
well, considering that they are stone drunk.)
1st Tightrope Walker: So you were saying about Ring
Lardner.
2nd T R W: So I was.
1st T R W: What other things did he write besides plays
like the one we're in that on
like the one we're in that don't make any
sense?

Members of 'Alice cast
frolic at rehearsal. (a.p.
wires)halo)

2nd: Well, he wrote some really good, really funny short
stories that do make some sense, some poetry,
some bad checks,some.. . AHAYAAAAA!
(He falls off the tightrope to the cement below.)

viewpoints of an original
script. There are masks
for some of the more
"character" characters (the
Caterpillar, rabbit, etc.) and
some original wardrobe ideas
mixed with more tradition
costumes, like the Queen's
gown and Alice's pinafore.
It looks like the S.E.T. is
going to offer Oakland another
exciting and fresh chunk of
theatre — may their power
increase and overflow! Oh,
don't forget this time the
Barn has overflowed into
the new PA building auditor-

ACT IV, Scene 3
(At the funeral of the clumsy rope walker. The Beatles
return after a long abcess to pay their respects and are
convinced to sing a song in eulogy.)
The Beatles: We've come to think
everything that's clever
was first said by
the funnyest author ever ever ever
Ring Lardner!
He's my pardner!
Good ole Ring!
He's the thing!

ium.
February 12, 13, 19, 20,
(8:30), 14, 21 (3:00) are the
production dates. O.U. students and children under 12
(is this symbolic?): $1; all
others, $2. Call 377-2000,
ext. 3556 for more information. Even if you don't
call COME!

YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO

NOW...

19414is
RINGS ON HIS TOES Part Two

••

.F.g1

The University Film Series had planned long in advance for a visit from Ossie
Davis, well-known black
film-maker. Well, he's
"filming in Mexico,"
so director John Evans
will be coming on the 15th.
On the following night
(16th), the Series has
scheduled two of Evans'
films: 'What Do You
People Want?" and "Prelude to Revolution."
Evans has said he'll be glad
to discuss both his and
Davis' film (which will be
shown on the 15th:
"Gone Are The Days"
followed by a discussion.
with John Evans. Performing Arts Building Auditorium,7 p.m. O.U. students,
$1, general, $2. (Tickets
will go on sale Feb, 11. For
information, call ext. 3558.)

The Owner of the Theatre at Which This Play is Being
Presented: Stop it! Stop it! (He pulls the Beatles' plugs
out of the wall, and water begins to rush
out of the holes onto the floor.) Can't
anyone be serious for even a moment?
People are going to get the wrong idea of
Ring if we don't all calm down a bit and
assure them that they should all go out
and read one of his books. (The audience
begins to pack up and leave.) No, No, not
now,just sooner or later! He did write
some really good stuff, you know.
The Rest of the Cast: (Giving Bronx Cheers and spitting
at the theatre owner.)
The Theatre Owner: (Ignoring them all.) He was born
in 1885 and died in the year in which he
passed on, 1933. He wrote plays which
were actually performed, more than I can
say for this one,(He turns to the rest of the
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The doctor in the house would like to thank you all
for your patients.

cast.)
The Rest of the Cast: (More Bronx Cheers. Long John
Silver lopps off the threatre owner's left
arm with a pelican.)
The Theatre Owner: (Applying a tournquet to his profusely bleeding stump.) Furthermore, he
wrote a story which was later made into a
movie, and drank a lot.
The Rest of the Cast: (To audience.) Will you all promise to go read a book or two by this
Ringo guy so that we can get on with this
play, please?
Audience: (This means you.) (In unison, if you please.)
Yes, we will!
Yes, we will!
Yes, we will!
End of Act IV

The End
Greg Erickson wro' te this play to convince everyone that
Ring Lardner isn't as famous as Mark Twain, but should
ry good job, did he?
be. He didn't
S. E. T.'s Rock Musical
Alice In Wonderland

WANTED: 6 YOUNG MEN
WHO ARE NOT AFRAID TO
TALK TO GIRLS. $4.00
hr. To demonstrate hope
chest items. Must be neat.
Must have use of car. Full
time or part time evenings.
Call for interview between
10 a.m. and 2 p.m. — 3999556.

ACT III
********************

(During the last act, Act III was totally rewritten, so
that I now feel unashamed to present it to all of you
wonderful folks, so here it is.)
St. Patrick: Snakes. Snake for sale. Buy some snake.
Read a book by Ring Lardner, and buy a
snake for a book mark.

Cross-country skis, boots,
poles, wax, bindings; ideal.
$40. Ext. 2959, between
12 and 1.
*****************

Toilet Salesman: Incidentally, why is it that Irishmen
are always green?
St. Patrick: They're all sick of that dumb accent they
all have, and they're sick of snakes, and
they're sick of being cast in plays like this
that don't make any sense!!! (He beings
to contemplate commiting suicide.)

Feb. 12, 13, 19, 20- 8:30
14, 21, - 3:00
Oakland University PA bldg.
General admission - $2.
Student admission - $1

ti
June 25 to August 25

1 99

$
Detroit/London/Detroit
Also: Eurail Passes, Motorcycle Purchase, Car Rental,
et cetera
Campus International Travel
Inc.
16310 W. 12 Mile Road
Southfield, Michigan
352-4120

SCOTT'S
UNIVERSITY

ARCO

U.S. AND FOREIGN CARS
Mickey Rooney: I know what let's do; let's go mountain climbing!

SPECIALIZING IN

Raquel Welch: Oh, Lord, no!
The Entire Cast: (Start climbing upon Raquel Welch,
the Mountain Range in the South of France.)
(They all sing in unison, and the audience
is invited to join in if necessary.)
Put one foot in front of the other
and climb, brother climb.
This play will soon be over,
it's about time, time, time.
Let's climb right out of here.
Let's climb right out of here!

COMPLETE*REPAIR
FREE LUBRICATION
With Any Repair and This Advertisement

POLE

1)ELP015

Due to a lack of space,
the ballots for the First
Focus International Music
Poll were not published
this issue. Look for them
in the next issue of Focus.

ABORTION
COUNSELING,
INFORMATION
AND REFERRAL
SERVICES
Abortions up to 24 weeks of
pregnancy are now legal in New
York State. There are no residency restrictions at cooperating
hospitals. Only the consent of
the patient and the performing
physician is required.
If you think you are pregnant,
consult your doctor. Don't delay. If you choose to have an
abortion, early abortions are
simpler and safer.
Abortions should be performed by Board certified obstetricians and gynecologists, with
Board certified anesthesiologists
attending, in fully licensed and
accredited general hospitals. You
should not have to pay exorbitant charges for any of these
services.
If you need information or
professional assistance, including
immediate registration into available hospitals, telephone The
Abortion Information Agency,
(212-873-6650), which has
helped counsel and place more
than 22,000 women for safe,
legal hospital abortions.
The total costs at good facilities range as follows (in-patient
hospital service, except as
noted) :
For D & C: Pregnancy up to
9 weeks, $285-$310 (out-patient
hospital service); up to 12
weeks, $385-$410; up to 14
weeks, $560. For Saline Inductions: 16-24 weeks, $560-$585.

Service from 7 to 12 midnight

(The orchestra begins a musical extraveganza lasting several hours while the members in the audience begin to
grow restless. However, gradually, the curtain is lowered, the theatre doors are opened, and everyone goes
home.)

213 West University
Rochester, Michigan
651-9924

THE ABORTION INFORMATION
AGENCY,INC.
160 West 86th St., N.Y., N.Y. 10024

212-873-6650
8 AM to 10 PM Seven Days a Week

CLASS tFtetS
1965 Mustang for sale. Six
cylinder; $300.00. Call
373-6310.

UNIVERSITY FILM
Feb. 15

*******************

Gibson Less-Paul Delux,
$250.00; fender super reverb.
amp.,$200.00; vox wh-wh
peddle, $30.00. 439 Baldwin Road, Rochester, Mich.
*********************

SERIES

"Gone Are The Days" and "John Evans"
A black man talks about making black films
O.U. students, $1
General, $2
7 p.m.
P.A. building Room 200

Feb. 16 — John Evans'"What Do You People Want?"
and "Prelude to Revolution"
$.50 7 and 9 p.m. 201 Dodge Hall
Sponsored by University Film Series
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PLUS

/
1 3 OFF- OR MORE
on

LEATHERS & SUEDES
fe b. 11,12,13,14
vests
coats.
pants

select:
pants and jeans,
jewelry
posters, etc.

DON'T MISS THIS
ONCE A YEAR EVENT

Hours are M T W Sat 9:30 - 6
TF
9:30 - 9
Sunday 12 - 5

138 S. WOODWARD

BIRMINGHAM, MICHIGAN 48011 ,

MI 2 - 4994 , WONDERLAND MALL LIVONIA' MICHIGAN

